
HOW TO PLAY
THE APBA COMPUTER FOOTBALL GAME

Tips and Tricks by Scott Griffin

EDITORS NOTE, January, 2008   :

I wrote this "How To" article back in 1996, but at least as of this 
posting, it is still relevant to anyone playing the game. I believe 

the last versions were 8 for the DOS Game, and 2 for the 
Windows Game...

By the way, for those interested in such things, the DOS Version 8 
Game is actually more advanced as far as the game engine is 

concerned. The Windows 2.0 EXE was never updated past what 
was in the DOS Version 7 EXE.

Scott Griffin, commissioner of the Super Football League (SFL) robot coach creator and the "card" & 
editor for the APBA Game Company. This information is being passed along via the Internet for 
"informational purposes" only. 

SELECTION MENU:

Set Paths Configuration: In there, #1 is obvious in that you set the path to where your Data Disk is 
located (i.e. C:\APBA\1995). However, for Box Scores, Stats, and Script Files, the manual suggests to 
keep separate directories. In my humble opinion, it is easier to save them all in one directory (i.e. 
BOXSCORE). For me, this makes finding the files simpler and faster. 

GAME CONFIGURATION MENU:

From the top : 



*Home Field Advantage: Adds three points to all Offensive and Defensive units for the home team. 
In the SFL, we use this as a way of helping a Road team, that will be run by the completely by the 
Robot, by putting them in the Home position and turning this feature on. 

*Start Seed: Should always be set at Zero (0) to insure randomness. 

*Pick Receivers: Self explanatory BUT, if this is set at TRUE, and you DON'T select a receiver, the 
game will only choose from the Halfback, Fullback or the Wide Receiver in between the back. In 
other words, the first (or top) WR and TE will NOT be used. 

*Robot Modes: In Face-To-Face action or league play the EXPERT setting is the only one to use, in 
my humble opinion. In Auto Replays though, you should only use the EXPERIENCED coach, for 
that is what the disks are fine tuned against. 

*Keying Percentage: I suggest 50%. That is what the disks are fine tuned at and it also leads to more 
realistic games in that you can't always shut down the oppositions best player. Note: A correct "key" 
results in a two-line drop of the result. 

*Save Script File: Just never use in an Auto Replay or the replay will crash. 

*Old Time Coaching Era: Should only be used from about 1980 or earlier. Some teams, like say the 
Chargers of the late 70's, did use 3WR sets before then, but it didn't really come into vogue until about 
1981. This coach will not use the 3WR set. 

WITHIN THE GAME

COACHES OPTIONS MENU:

*Hurry Up: Remember, this is NOT the no huddle offense. It is the equivalent to the two minute 
drill. Thus, it should only be used in those types of situations or you will throw off your stats because 
of the way it handles the timing of plays (i.e. more plays will be run, thus increasing the yardage, 
etc.).. 

*Throw Away the ball : A very valuable tool that some tend to forget about. If you are out of time 
outs in the "two-minute drill drive to victory", or even if you are just trying to save them, you should 
use this option if the previous play was a "full play" (the clock didn't stop) and you have a play to give 
(i.e. it's not 4th down). 

*Fall Down: Will either eat up the clock or your opponent's time outs at the end of the game/half. 

*Time Out: The most misunderstood part of the game. I worked closely with Lee Young explaining 
the proper time to "call" a time out. Note: Lee had an article published in the APBA Journal on the 
use of time outs. Think in "real time" as you play the game and always call a time out based on the 
previous play's outcome (i.e. whether or not it stopped the clock). If it did (out of bounds play, 
incompletion, penalties, etc.) then you don't need to use a time out. If it was a full play (the ball stayed 



in bounds, the gain was 10 yards OR MORE, etc.) then you should consider calling a time out at the 
screen which shows ALL players on the offense AND defensive units, not the "play call 
screen"!!! This is the screen we all blaze through on our way to the play calling screen. You can wait 
to call it at the next (play calling) screen, but it will cost you some extra time. Essentially, this is the 
equivalent to a team taking a few extra seconds to decide on whether or not to call a time out before 
they finally do. I know we've all watched our favorite team waste a few precious seconds in this way 
over the years! 

*Coach: This is where you can go in a set a coach's aggression to what you think it should be. You 
can also have the game hold the coach at that aggression level, regardless of the score or time left in 
the game. This is done by answering "TRUE" to holding it constant. I personally do not recommend 
doing that, it wouldn't be realistic. Only a very unique offense should stay constant no matter the 
score. Otherwise, let the robot alter it's offensive style according to the game's ever changing 
situation. Football is a dynamic and ever changing game within a game itself. Coaching styles and 
their play calling should reflect that to its proper degree. The chart I have built into the game does this 
very accurately if you let it work. But again, your team's personal might dictate otherwise. You will 
have to decide on that. 

*Slow Down: A very potent way to take time off of the clock. Almost too potent I think in the way it 
handles the timing of plays. In my league, the SFL, we only allow it's use if you are ahead by a certain 
number of points in each quarter (11+ in the 4th, etc...) because of it's strong way of eating time off 
the clock. 

*Audibles: This isn't shown on this screen. You use it by pressing the ESC key after you have keyed 
in your play. You generally use it in very important situations (i.e. within the red zone) where the 
defense seems to be set up to stop your play call. 

PLAY CALLING

STD Unit: The most basic of football's units. The equivalent of playing it "straight up" so to speak. 
Adds nothing to runs or passes, but takes nothing away from either. Forces defenses to "guess" a little 
more. 

*When to use: In standard yardage situations or when you want to keep the defense "honest." 
Generally, the only thing you have to worry about is having your player "keyed," which, if the key 
takes effect based on your setting and percentages, could mean a two line drop in that player's card 
number outcome of that play. This unit, IMHO, should be used far more often than it usually is. 

*How to stop it on defense: You pretty much have to play it straight up. That means staying in the 
STD defensive unit and calling a STD line setting, and then just keying the player you most think 
will, or don't want to, get the ball. If you think a run is coming you can go Std-a/run, but that leaves 
you weaker against the pass. If you think a pass is coming you can go Std-a/pass, but you're 
vulnerable to the run now. If you go to one of the other defenses, you better hope he calls that type of 
play because the other type can kill you if he doesn't! 



2TE Unit : The running alignment. Gives you a two line raise on almost all card results (fumbles, 
penalties, rare plays excluded) on Inside, Outside, and Draw plays. Conversely, it has the opposite 
affect on all passes (with the same exceptions). 

*When to use: The first use is in short yardage situations or inside your opponents five yard line on 
first or second down (where you should always only call inside runs BTW). After that, it pretty much 
depends upon your personnel and how you match up point wise against your opponent's run defense. 
The higher the point advantage you have over him there the better this offense will work, the lower 
the worse. Obviously you will want to use this set if you have a very strong pair of runners and want 
to take it to the defense. It is also hard to defense in this case because passing works well if he over 
plays the run too much. But if he doesn't, and you can't run well, you better get out of this set. 

*How to defense it: The best counter measure to this offense is Std-Short Yardage. This essentially 
renders the outcome of the offenses play, run OR pass, to the card number from the offensive player's 
card result. Runs won't go up two lines and passes won't go down two. This is where you should be 
most of the time. Now, if you really think he is going to run or if he has been running almost 
exclusively, then you can go Std-Goal Line. This has the same effect as the Short Yardage, but now 
you are in a maximum line setting to stop the run. And again, runs won't go up two lines and passes 
won't go down two. If he passes though, he does have the ability to take advantage of that max line 
giving him a bigger gain on all completions. But it can also give him a bigger sack on passes too. 
Generally though you should only call this in the first two situations I described it for. Now if you 
think he is going to pass, you can always go just Std-a/run. That will reduce the result number from 
the QB's card by two numbers if he passes, but it will raise the RB's number two if he runs, so it's a bit 
of a gamble. At least you still have that max line setting to help you against the run, and if you also 
key him correctly it can end up having the same effect as the Goal Line defense. Generally though, 
you should only call this if you are pretty sure he is going to pass out of the 2TE unit. 

3WR Unit: The passing alignment. This can also be the 4WR unit if you so choose. Gives you a two 
line raise on the QB's card on all passes other than the Screen. Conversely, it gives your runner a two 
line drop on all runs and, on Outside and Inside runs, it'll cost you two yards on all positive gains out 
of this set. On Screen Passes, your card results other than #1 & #2 (and fumbles, penalties, rare plays) 
will be reduced by two lines. 

*When to use: If you are in a long yardage situation or have the type of personnel that says you 
should pass a lot. This unit is generally considered the most potent of the alignments, but it can be 
misused. If your opponent has weak pass defense point totals you can go into this unit and sometimes 
almost fire at will with Short and Medium passes. But if it is an even game, this can backfire on you. 
If your opponent starts doing to a lot of Dime-a/pass alignments to stop the pass, keep him honest by 
mixing in some Screens and Draws in that order. That will usually get him off that lite line setting. If 
he is protecting against the run by only going Nickle, take advantage of that two line raise and 
Medium pass him into submission. No matter what, you should never call just Short and/or Medium 
passes. To keep the defense honest you must mix in a proper amount of Screens and Draws. An 
occasional Long pass is worthwhile too. 

*How to defense it: The setting you should most often be in is Dime-Std. This knocks the offensive 
index down one notch against all passes other than the screen (and except when the offense throws to 



an *A receiver. The (*) causes this index drop from Nickle and Dimes to be ignored), while 
countering the 3WR two line raise with it's own two line drop. What all this means is that whatever 
the outcome of the roll is, that's what it will stay but it'll be read from one index lower (A to B,or B to 
C except passes to *A receivers). Now, if you strongly think the offense is going to pass, then you can 
go Dime-a/pass to give you extra protection, but it does leave you vulnerable to Screens and Draws 
since those plays are by far most effective against that line setting. Sometimes it is worth it though 
and you should use it at least some of the time to keep him honest in his play calling. If you think the 
offense will call an Outside/Inside Run, you can always go Nickle-a/pass or Nickle-Std which will 
kill the run (will raise the index one column but the play will have a two line drop and any gain of one 
yard or more will be reduced by two yards), but you better make sure he doesn't have an Audible 
available because the pass can kill you in that set (two line raises can be deadly!). 

3RB Unit: All is the same in this unit as in the 2TE set. Personally, I don't like it because it is never 
used anymore by NFL teams, and can only serve as an "apbaism" because what players generally do 
from this unit is trick the computer by giving the ball to a little used RB with a monster card who will 
never be keyed due to his low RF (rushing frequency) number. That is why this unit is not allowed in 
the my league. 

BTW, the Robot's never use this formation. When I was originally designing the system the only 
season out that would use it was 1958. Thus, it would have been a tremendous amount of extra work 
for just one season, so thus, I didn't program it in. Since then, Mr. Past Seasons himself Lee Young 
has created 1959 and 1960 which would use it too, but alas, it's too late.<VBG> 

OFFENSIVE PLAY CALLS :

INSIDE RUN: Designed to give you consistent play results without big losses, but without big gains 
unless you hit a breakaway. Runners with exclusively 4-6-8-10-12 type card numbers should only be 
used with this (or the Draw) play call for maximum effect. This is also pretty much the only type of 
run that should be used when inside your opponents 10 yard line, unless you think he is going to go to 
a light-line setting (a/pass) in which case you should call a Draw. When this play call is used out of 
the 3WR set, all gains of one yard or more are reduced by two yards. 

OUTSIDE RUN: Will give you larger gains than the inside run, but also larger losses. Runners with 
exclusively 3-5-7-9-11 type card numbers should only be used with this (or the Draw) play call for 
maximum effect. When this play call is used out of the 3WR set, all gains of one yard or more are 
reduced by two yards. 

DRAW: Can give you really big gains against a lite line (a/Pass) setting, but is weak against all other 
line settings (Std or a/Run). You must try and set the defense up for this call. 

SCREEN PASS: Very useful for picking up modest gains a high percentage of the time. Nickle and 
Dime defensive units actually raise the offensive index by one when the screen is called. And it is 
very difficult to throw an interception with this play call. But it is limited in several ways. First, it 
doesn't often result in big gains, so it is not very good in long yardage situations. Secondly, while it is 
very good against the a/pass line setting it's usefulness drops steadily against the Std line setting and 
a/run line setting. If Blitzed against, it can result in either a good to big gain or a big sack. Also, when 



used out of the 3WR Unit, all card results (other than #1, #2 and fumbles, penalties, interceptions, and 
rare plays) are reduced by two numbers. All in all, this is a useful play, but only when used properly. 

SHORT PASS: A favorite call of all. Will get you fair yardage a decent amount of time without 
risking a high degree of interceptions. This play is the workhorse of any teams passing attack. 

MEDIUM PASSES: Will get you down field in a hurry and break a lot of big plays, but also is a 
lower percentage completion that is susceptible to interceptions. Cannot be ignored in your arsenal, 
but cannot be abused either. 

LONG PASS: Either use it as a desperation play when you have no other choice, or as a change up 
from time to time in the attempt to swing a game around with a huge play. A low percentage pass 
designed to get very big plays but with a high percentage of having an interception. 

TRICK PLAYS: Used by calling the play first, but, before hitting the "Q" (visitor) or "P" (home), 
hitting the F7 key (visitor) or Zero(0) key (home) first. You can call one a half of just one type per 
game. The choices are, in order of use and popularity, End Around, Option Pass, QB Bootleg, or 
Quick Kick Punt. A Dime defensive unit cancels both the trick play and your ability to call another 
one that half, so you should never use this play when you are in 3WR or think the defense is going to 
go into the Dime unit. Also, IMHO, you should never be allowed to use your Audible to get out of 
that situation. The QB can't tell if the defense is expecting a Trick Play and thus will "stay at home" 
so to speak, so I feel it is unrealistic to use your Audible to get out of that type of bad play call. 

TRICK KICKS OR FAKES: You are allowed one of these each per game. The game does not 
consider them "trick plays" but by their nature we do in my league. But it is your option. The most 
popular is the Fake Field Goal. You can either throw a short pass with the holder, or call an inside or 
outside run with him or the kicker. If you pass, the play is read from the max line (a/run) setting and 
the opposite (a/pass) if you run. The most popular play is a short pass by the holder. On punts, you 
can call for a pass or run with the same type of effects. These are very deadly plays that cannot be 
defended, but must be used wisely and realistically. 

UNIT DEFENSIVE CALLS :

STD: The basic set. Has no positive or negative effect on an offensive play's outcome. 

PASS: If you have a lot of 4/2 and 2/4 switches, you put the 4/2 in this unit and use it when you think 
a pass is coming from the offense when it is in the STD Unit. It's only affect is it will give your point 
totals against the pass a higher number, which can thus make it harder for the Offense to be in the A 
or B index. 



NICKLE: Lowers the Offensive index against passes (except balls thrown to *A receivers) other than 
the screen by one index. Raises runs and screen calls into an index one higher (C to B or B to A). Has 
no effect on card number results. 

DIME: Lowers the Offensive index against passes (except balls thrown to *A receivers) other than 
the screen by one index. Raises runs and screen call into an index one higher (C to B or B to A). 
When the offense passes the card result will be lowered two lines. When the offense runs the card 
result will be raised two lines. Also, negates Trick Play calls (the "O" must make a different none 
trick play call and loses it's TP use for that half) by the offense. 

ALIGNMENT LINE SETTINGS:

STD: Your typical line setting. Balanced coverage against runs or passes. 

a/run: Max line setting designed to stop running plays. Reduces running gains and increases running 
loses. The exact reverse is true against passes. 

a/pass : The exact complete opposite of the a/run line setting. Very weak against Screens and Draws. 

SHORT YARDAGE: Designed to stop the 2TE set and running plays while still giving you some 
coverage against the pass. Results in a two line drop against all runs, and a two line raise against all 
passes. All play results are read from the standard (Std) line setting, so this is where you are given a 
bit of coverage against the pass. 

GOAL LINE: Maximum coverage against the run as well as maximum exposure to the pass. Results 
in a two line drop against all runs, and a two line raise against all passes. All play results are read 
from the maximum (a/run) line setting, so that is where you are susceptible to the pass. 

BLITZ: When you really think a pass is coming you can really try and sock it by Blitzing. However, 
just like in real life, you can get burned by the Blitz if the offense picks it up. Has a three line drop on 
card results from the light (a/pass) line setting against all passes and line drops are read to #21 and 
then to #28 for the sack if there was no interception. If however the pass is complete after the line 
drop, the result is then read from the number five lines higher (i.e. a QB card result is a #7, the blitz 
drops it to a #10 but the pass is still complete, so the play result is read to #5 to get the final result). 
Against a run there is a two line card result raise read from the lite (a/pass) line stetting. Basically, 
this is a potentially deadly but very risky call for the defense. You can really increase you chances of 
forcing an incompletion, interception or sack, but you can also increase you chances of giving up a 
big play. The choice is yours!<BG> 

TRICK PLAY: You should only VERY RARELY call this defense, and then you should be 
absolutely certain he is going to call a trick play of some sort. If you are right, it will be a seven yard 
loss for the offense. If you are wrong, all runs will get a two line raise (except pen, fumb, etc.) and be 



read from the a/pass line setting, and all passes will get a two line raise (except pen, fumb, etc.) and be 
read from the a/run line setting. So in others words, use it at great risk. 

KEYING: When you correctly key the player who is going to either run with the ball or have the pass 
thrown to him you now have the chance of reducing the runners card result by two lines if it is a run, 
or the QB card result number by two lines if it is a pass. A lot depends upon what you set your Keying 
percentage at before you started the game. If you set it at 50%, then correct keys will have an effect 
half the time. If you set it at 25%, the correct keys will have an effect one out of four times, and so on 
and so on. Keying can have more than just that type of effect though. If you really don't want a team 
to beat you with a certain player, you can always just continually key (or double team) that player in 
the game. Of course, this means he can start freely going to other players and this is something you 
have to weigh in your thoughts, as well as factoring in what the Keying percentage is set at. All in all, 
it makes for a lot of fun strategy. 

SPECIAL UNITS:

FIELD GOALS: Now uses a chart that basically works like this. The closer you are, the better 
chance you have of making the kick. The better card result you get from your kicker the better chance 
you have of making the kick. Combining those two things together is how the game determines the 
percentage a kick has of being made. 

KICKOFFS: A chart is now used that randomizes how far down the field the kick goes. The better 
the card number off of your kickers card, the better chance you have of a good kick, the worse the 
number, the more chance of a short or even shanked kick. 

ONSIDE KICKOFFS: They have a simple one out of five chance at succeeding. The kickers card is 
not read in anyway. Also, these kicks almost never go to the main returners anymore for stat purposes. 

MAXIMUM RUSHING PUNTS: Reduces punts by 10 yards. 

LETTING PUNTS ROLL: No chance at a fumble, but adds 15 yards to all punts. If the extra yards 
take the ball into the end zone, the ball is considered downed at the four yard line. 

FAIR CATCHING PUNTS: Limited chance at a fumble. Only a muff, which is rare, can occur. 

OTHER STUFF I CAN THINK OF . . . 

THE OFFENSIVE INDEX CHART: No longer is the +8 to -8 point total system used. There is 
now an Offensive Index Chart installed that has a range of +15 to -15 and is used in one point 
increments. The higher your point total advantage is over the defense the better your chance of getting 
into the B or A index. The reverse is true as well. Basically, what this means is EVERY point counts 
and could potentially affect the outcome of the play. This also has an effect on draft leagues when you 
trade. Now you KNOW that when you add points to your "O" or "D" you are definitely helping your 
chances at winning more games. It also makes the affects of injuries and your depth, or lack of, that 
much more important. 



FREQUNCY RANDOMIZTION: What I am talking about here is how the computer determines 
what players to give the ball to or key on for all plays EXCEPT sacks. Sacks still use the locator 
columns from the board game. All other plays though use a frequency number. What the game does is 
add up all the players on a team that have that type of play ability (runs for runs, receptions for passes, 
interceptions for interceptions, returns for that type of kick) and then slots each player into a proper 
"per 100%" percentage. Then it uses randomness to determine who gets the ball or gets keyed on. 
What this means is if the computer is on defense and looks at your team and has decided to key 
against a pass, and the players on your unit that are on the field have receptions that total up to let's 
say 50, it'll look at each player's receptions, figure out what percentage of 50 his catches are and then 
move to the next player. After figuring out all of them, it the randomizes and keys a player based on 
these percentages. In this example, if one of you players had caught 25 passes, he would end up being 
the player keyed half the time (25 is half of 50). If another player had 10 receptions, he would be 
keyed 20% of the time (10 is one fifth or 20% of 50)., and so on and so on. This system is used for all 
running, passing, interception, and return plays. On offense, it determines who the computer hands the 
ball off to or who he throws the ball at. On defense, as I've shown, it determines the key. On 
interceptions or returns it is used to see who got the ball. 

INJURIES: If you put a player that was injured back into the game when the option box said he is 
"woozy", then when he goes in it is at a two point lower effectiveness (exp: a 4 becomes a 2). Also, if 
he is rated a J-4 in his injury rating you are risking him being lost for two additional games. All in all, 
about the only time you put an injured player back in when he is woozy is if he is your best QB or RB 
in a must win situation. Even then you need to consider everything before doing so. 


